RTP FY2022-2023 Application Cycle Webinar
Questions and Answers
Question
Project must be located on greenway or trail, then this
excludes beaches correct? Our municipality is renovating a
boardwalk and 2 pavilions at one of our beach parks. I assume
we are not eligible because of the park location.

Is there a minimum width for a recreational trail?

Can we submit an application for the same project for which
we submitted a FRDAP application in order to maximize our
chances for funding? Obviously, we would only accept one
grant, if they both were to be awarded.

Answer
Project location is not restricted.
Projects can receive points if
connected to a designated greenway
or trail. Beach trails are not excluded
however
please
send
your
conceptual site plan so that we may
review.
We don't have a minimum width but it
depends on what type of project you
are proposing. Of course, building
codes must be followed.
Unfortunately, not. If you already
submitted a FRDAP application for
the project and are awaiting funding
consideration by the Legislature, you
cannot submit the application again in
the RTP cycle.

Are the letters from the trail interest groups just for education Yes, just education projects.
projects? In the application it refers to education project

What type of use is considered "motorized?"

From our rule definition, “Motorized
Trail” means a trail specifically for offroad recreational motorized vehicular
activities, including all-terrain vehicle
riding, motorcycling, use of off-road
light trucks, e-bikes, or other off-road
motorized vehicles.
Hello, I would like to ask a question - if a restroom along a Does the project include any other
park trail needs renovation/expansion which includes sewer facilities/elements to be constructed
or renovated?
connection; would this be an eligible project?
This would more than likely be a
viable RTP project, but we would ask
We will include re-rubberizing the trail/walkway around the that you forward your conceptual site
park leading to the restroom.
plan for us to review.
What constitutes "fitness activities" for nonmotorized trail This can include installation of fitness
use?
equipment along the trail.

We did a community survey regarding all City parks including If you can pinpoint and highlight the
specific questions regarding our proposed trail project. Would specific questions regarding the
this count as a project-specific survey?
proposed trail project, then yes, it
would count.
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Would picnic tables qualify as an eligible entity?

Yes, they are considered eligible
elements/facilities but they must
directly support the trail. In the
webinar slides, picnic tables are reworded as covered pavilion or shade
shelter with seating.

Would a planning commission qualify as a planning and No, planning commission would not
zoning advisory board?
qualify as a planning and zoning
advisory board.
Are parking areas and kayak launches acceptable expenses? Yes, they are eligible but have to
support a land or water trail.

Hi! I'm wondering whether we should create attachments for
items that don't apply to us. For example, if we did not discuss
the issue at a regularly scheduled meeting (N2), do we still
create a sheet stating N2 does not apply, or do we simply put
in an N1 and N3 attachments, skipping N2?

If you don't have a response for a
specific attachment, we would just
ask that you label "N2" - N/A. We
want to be sure that we didn't
overlook
something
you
are
requesting. Also, if you indicate a
response if your application for a
specific question but don't include the
exhibit, then points cannot be
awarded.

Can you provide some examples of innovative techniques for Innovative techniques can include
non-motorized trails to address potential user conflicts?
bollards or path lanes to differentiate
between the types of use. Please let
us know if you had a specific method
you would like us to review.
Is a disc golf course considered a recreational trail?
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We are open to considering it. We
would ask you provide us with a
conceptual site plan to review.
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